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Designers update classic Feadship style 
 Brokerage house Edmiston has brought together a selection  

of top designers to pen modern interpretations of a classic Feadship 
gentleman’s yacht, as part of the collaborative project Andromeda. 

‘Andromeda has been created in the true spirit of the traditional 
Feadship motor yacht. Classic in style but with the features and systems 
of a Feadship for 2016,’ says Arthur Van Berge Henegouwen, founder of 
the Feadship Heritage Fleet. ‘Our brief has been all about Feadship 
heritage – the gentleman’s cruising yacht brought up to date.’

Eidsgaard Design, Claydon Reeves and Adam Lay Studio followed this 
direction to create initial designs aimed at a range of potential clients, 
who would still be able personalise them. Parameters comprised basic 
specifications – a 67m steel displacement yacht with a range of 5,000 
miles, a top speed of 16 knots and a volume of between 1,500GT and 
2,000GT – and lifestyle requests from Rob Shepherd, a broker for 
Edmiston. ‘I thought carefully about a wish list from 
what I’ve learnt over the last 10 years, both working on 
large yachts and as a charter and sales broker,’ he 
says. This included a large pool, a beach club, a gym 
with views, seven cabins with a flexible plan, a helipad, 
safety features for young and old, and large windows.

Claydon Reeves’ exterior design, ‘Embraces classic 
styling with the most modern shipbuilding 
technology,’ says Dimitris Hadjidimos, a partner  
at the studio. It features a rounded stern, long 
overhangs, a classic ship-style funnel and full height 
windows in the upper and main saloons. 

 Eidsgaard Design aimed at ‘majestic’ styling. ‘Our vision includes high 
ceilings and a regal appearance disguising state-of-the-art onboard 
systems,’ says Peder Eidsgaard, creative director of Eidsgaard Design. 

Adam Lay Studio stayed true to the look of a traditional Feadship. 
‘Fitting these virtues into contemporary yacht technology is a matter of 
long elegant lines and subtle superstructure curves,’ says Lay. The 
designer also penned an interior (below) inspired by an English country 
mansion, with, he says, ‘Walnut panelling, parquet floors, antique 
furniture and details like a richly veined marble-top bar in the [upper 
saloon].’ Feadship took on the water-level amenities itself, penning  
a float-in tender dock that becomes a seawater swimming pool when  
the boat is out, and a glass ceiling over the beach club. 

cLaydon Reeves
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From an avant-garde explorer to a cruising yacht inspired by american 
muscle cars, and From a zippy retro-classic sailer to a spacious, 
ultra-modern trimaran, yacht designers present Fresh ideas For 2014 

Design Unlimited 
72m

ICON Yachts 95m

  Positioning the 
superstructure of the Vora 

concept in the central 50 per cent 
of its length allowed the UK 

studio to achieve a sporty, low 
profile and large, easily 

accessible spaces at main deck 
level. The saloon and master 

cabin have floor-to-ceiling 
windows, while a glass floor in 

the saloon has views of the pool 
and sunbathing area below 

  Selazzio 95, from Dutch builder ICON Yachts in collaboration with 
Austrian design house Motion Code: Blue, was inspired by the trend for 
explorer yachts with ample outdoor deck spaces. It would offer a prodigious 
range, but eschews the often utilitarian look of expedition yachts for modern, 
masculine styling. There are spacious social areas across its 22m beam, aft 
deck cinema screen and a three-level ‘beach house’ saloon with a waterfall

newdesigns

words: Caroline White

Rob Doyle Design 36m

  Rob Doyle Design’s 36m Café Racer – a term for motorcycles modified for speed rather that comfort – is aimed at the popular 
bucket racing scene. The composite hull features powerful lines and retro-classic styling cues, while an easy-to-handle sail plan 
and twin rudders promises ‘blistering results’. The interior design is sleek and simple to reduce weight
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LP Design Ltd UK 60m

Claydon Reeves 59m

   The 92 Discovery design, from 
Zuccon International Project’s 
superyacht brand, combines a military 
style exterior with an unusual, privacy-
focused layout. The swimming pool and 
outdoor living areas are moved from 
stern to bow for privacy, while the main 
deck aft is reserved for toys and 
tenders. The main deck interior features 
a grand entrance and crew spaces, 
while the upper deck is dedicated to 
guests, again increasing privacy 

  The UK studio’s design for the Pendennis 25 Years 
anniversary book is inspired by American muscle 
cars. The automotive edge is distilled into a sleek, low 
profile, with a long foredeck, subtly domed windows 
to reflect light in an interesting way and raked glass 
at the aft end of the upper saloon to add drama 

   This design is a re-imagining 
of the 45m motor yacht Aslec 4, 
penned by the designer and 
launched by Rossinavi in 2012. 
Larger but still under 500GT, the 
design features clean lines and a 
straight bow. Inside is an owner’s 

suite with private 
sundeck and  

the studio 
envisions 
classic décor

  The 32m sailer MM32 was 
designed for Pendennis’s 25 
Years anniversary book (two 

more such designs are 
below). The carbon boat 
would be engineered to 

dampen noise, and has a 
glass canopy over the saloon 

that opens to the aft deck    
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Dobroserdov Design 55m

Malcolm Mckeon Yacht Design 32m
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  The E Motion range was penned by Dobroserdov Design for Admiral Tecnomar and 
includes 55m (pictured) and 52m designs – the former is in build with delivery due in 
2016. They have hybrid propulsion and combine modern looks with efficient power

  In-build at the Turkish yard and due in 2014, the 
Cutlass design is based on that of Tansu Yachts’ 2011 
yacht Bartender (ex-Nomade). Modifications include an 
internal stairwell for easy access to the upper deck, an 
upper saloon, a redesigned captain’s cabin and changes 
to crew areas, plus a larger cold room and laundry

  The Citadel motor yacht concept, also designed for Pendennis, 
combines a robust, explorer-style hull with sleek styling. The 
largely conventional interior offers twists such as a ‘clubroom’ 
bar and a grand dining saloon with a 3m head height Tansu Yachts 39.3m

Zuccon Superyacht  
Design 92m

Design Studio Spadolini 50m

Oceanco 91.5m

  Oceanco’s designer Patrick Casanova and his team gave 91.5m concept 
E-Motion a sporty exterior with a low superstructure and straight bow.  
The interior, by Sinot Yacht Design, includes a 120m2 owner’s suite with 
panoramic views and a private terrace that overlooks a 6.5m infinity pool on 
the deck below. There’s also a 250m2 main saloon and a spacious cinema. 
The rich décor is inspired by nature with, for example, branches and grass 
patterns in the spa, all well-lit through large windows and skylights
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Vripack 50m

Weber+Kramer 55m   The 55m displacement 
motor yacht design by Italian 
studio Weber+Kramer offers 
a foredeck swimming pool, a 
balcony in the owner’s suite 
and a beach club with a swim 
platform. It is designed in 
compliance with the LY3 code 
and has a forward garage 
that can store an 8.5m tender 
and a rescue boat, plus an aft 
garage for toy storage

  The Envy range of 33m, 40m and 50m (pictured) semi-displacement, aluminium 
yachts was designed by the Dutch studio for Admiral Tecnomar. Features include 

three beach platforms and a central atrium that captures the sunlight filtering 
through full-height windows and a slender, high-performance hull form 

Newcruise 72m

  Kabuto, a 72m motor yacht concept from German studio 
Newcruise, has a sleek, automotive-inspired exterior, with 
hatches based on sports car doors. There is an open-air focus 
throughout, with a large sundeck across two levels and big open 
foredeck that could be developed as a pool and sunbathing area

Horacio Bozzo Design 48m

  The 48m Bahamas motor yacht concept by 
Horacio Bozzo Design is tailored to Caribbean 
cruising. It has a 2m draught for shallow 
waters, a big infinity pool and lounge area on 
the main deck aft. Proposed engineering 
by Axis Group Yacht Design includes 
two versions, with top speeds 
of 15.5 or 20 knots
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Moore Yacht Design 70m

Dixon Yacht Design, Ken Freivokh Design and FM-Yachts 67m

Barracuda Yacht Design 50m

Sunreef Yachts 64m
  The composite and 

aluminium Sunreef 
Trimaran 210 offers more 
than 966m2 of living space 
within its 22m beam. The 
large forward owner’s suite 
has access to its own bow 
terrace, while six cabins 
radiate out from the main 
saloon. The top deck offers 
formal dining for 14 under 
a sliding roof, plus an 
aft deck lounge. The 
boat would be 
powered by four MTU 
12V 2000 M84 engines 
at 1,635hp each, 
giving a top speed of 30 
knots and a cruising speed 
of 20 knots with a predicted 
range of 5,000 nautical miles 

  The 67m Mantis design is a sailer with the comfort of a motor 
yacht. It features a beach club aft, two airy saloons, guest cabins on 
the main deck to improve views and a full-beam master with 
balconies. It was designed to suit a traditional ketch configuration and 
also a two-masted Dynarig optimised by Dykstra for Mantis

  This 70m concept from 
Moore Yacht Design is styled 
for longevity of appeal, with 
modern styling that is not 
too radical. There are large 
exterior seating areas on 
the upper deck and sundeck, 
plus a dining area and spa 
pool. An owner’s cabin 
forward has a walk-through 
wardrobe leading to a  
large bathroom

  Iñigo Toledo of Spanish studio Barracuda Yacht 
Design chose the Monaco Yacht Show to unveil his  
latest design: an elegant and practical 50m. Stand-out 
features include a large beach club and plenty of floor-
to-ceiling windows. The four main deck cabins are all of 
equal size, and the owner occupies the whole upper deck
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new Bannenberg & Rowell Design 110m

 
Nauta Yachts 35.5m

JF Yachts Design 65m

Oceanic Yachts 43m

  In build at the Baltic Yachts yard, this sleek high-
performance cruiser features naval architecture by 
Judel/Vrolijk with the Italian Nauta Yachts studio 
responsible both for her interior and her exterior 
styling. She has a raised saloon and a cockpit protected 
by a carbon hardtop, and accommodates eight guests

 Oceanic Yachts is a range of fast explorer designs by Canados. It spans 28m to 43m 
(pictured) and aims to provide extensive interior volumes and outdoor space, lots of toy 
storage, and to combine performance with economic cruising. The 43m will be the second 
model launched, and feature a high-performance hull concept dubbed ‘Displaning’

  Elixir, the studio’s first 
collaboration with Oceanco, is 

based on the yard’s 100m 
platform. The design is rooted in 

feasible 
engineering and 
architecture and 

features a secluded 
owner’s suite up top, spa     

that spills out on to the 
foredeck and a transom door that 
when open acts as a canopy to the 

pool without obstructing views

  Jesus Franco, of JF Yachts Design, has designed a 65m 
he’s called Evissa. The lines are based on those proposed for 
the 2012 Young Designer of the Year – which Franco admired, 

although too late to enter that competition. The result is a 
yacht of fast, aggressive aspect, still able to offer plenty of 
outdoor space, a spa, gym and cinema, and accommodate 

eight guests in four comfortable cabins
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  This fast cruising design 
has the latest hydrodynamic 
and performance  
concepts for hull lines  
and appendages to offer 
efficient sailing in a variety  
of conditions, with four crew. 
There’s a big owner’s suite 
and two large guest cabins

Mulder Shipyard 34m

 This newly ordered 34m motor yacht will be the Dutch 
yard’s largest order to date. Claydon Reeves designed the 
contemporary exterior with classic details, as well as the 
light interior that sleeps eight guests and features a main 
saloon with full-height windows and a fold-down balcony 
in the dining saloon. She’ll have naval architecture by Van 
Oossanen Naval Architects and a transatlantic range

Omega Architects 50m

   The Heesen shipyard has a long association with the Omega Architects studio, 
headed by Frank Laupman, and this proposal (now in build at the yard) continues that 

collaboration. A reverse bow and clean, clear styling lines mark a departure from the 
usual Heesen style. She employs the Fast DIsplacement Hull Form developed by Van 

Oossanen Naval Architects, as seen on recent Heesen launch Galactica Star

Tony Castro Design 
68.4m

  Designed from the outset as a serious world 
cruiser, this rugged and purposeful 68m by Tony Castro 

for 12 guests and 15 crew features a full-beam 
enclosed observation deck with opening roof, cinema, sauna, 

beach club, scuba diving pool, gym and a wine cellar

Ron Holland Design 40m
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